*78*
When you accept to look with eyes of Spirit and see purity
and holiness, then you will love with the Love of God; for He
placed a part of his own Heart in yours, and you will feel Him
loving through you. You are a participant, and your brothers
are as dear to you as they are to Him. They will know you are
Christ because they will feel you, experience you, see you, as
Christ. They will love and appreciate you, even as you love
and appreciate Jesus. You are a doorway through which God
flows to them. When the chitchat of social exchange ceases
and God speaks through you, they will become quiet, for they
will know they are touched by God. This is possible because
you accepted the death of the ego. The stillness of heaven is
descended upon you—the Peace of God.
*79*
Always when a brother attempts to attack, he is crying out for
acknowledgment of his purity and worthiness of respect and
honor. When you look past the façade straight into My Spirit
within him, you supply his greatest need. If you become defensive, you have dishonored him. If you ask Me, I will remind you to choose to see Truth, to choose to offer Love and
appreciation, to choose to remain in My Peace. I am ever
attentive unto you. I will not forsake you.
*80*
I am always there guiding you and preparing the way for you.
This is because you asked Me to do it and you have accepted
to go and do whatever I deem to be appropriate. You asked to
do whatever is the most beneficial for the Sonship at this time
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of harvest. You chose the Sonship over expression of beauty
and creativity because of your concern for those who are suffering and crying for help. I know that you will follow Me
anywhere because you trust Me and love Me above all else. I
am your deepest Joy. I find your love as irresistible as you
find Mine. I am committed to you. Your choice was freely
made, but very important. Now you only need to await My
bidding.
*81*
I am always there ready to lead you as swiftly as you are willing and able to go. I am gentle. I know that some of the things
you have to release are difficult to let go of, but I also know
how much greater your joy and peace will be when you are
free. It is through the healing of your relationships with your
brothers that you realize that the holiness you see in them is
also welling up within you. It is the divine spark within you
that recognizes the Purity and Light within them. I participate
in each holy embrace and extension of Love, for it brings Me
great joy. You know My Presence and know that when you
call upon Me, I am there. You are free from worries and concerns because you now trust Me. Practice abiding in Me at all
times. My Peace is sweet and gentle, and it is your gift to
your brothers when you rest in Me.
*82*
As you look about you, you see the stress and struggle of
those who identify solely with their bodies, but you have
noticed that the tension and fear become less and less as you
shift your identification away from the body and toward
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Spirit. You could never do this without experiencing Spirit.
Belief alone is not sufficient. As you bring this experience to
your brothers by embracing them in spirit, they too are released. As fear decreases, joy and peace increase, and you
know heaven on earth. Every time you look with the eyes of
spirit and see holiness, you bring light that shines away more
of the darkness. Always keep your true function in mind. This
is why you are here at this time. Distractions waste time and
make you weary. You are not tired or bored when you rest in
Me. You are happy anywhere.
*83*
When you look into a brother’s heart and rejoice in the Light
you see there, you begin to dissolve the veil that prevents him
from seeing it himself. As he becomes aware of his Light and
begins to experience it, it dissolves the veil at its root, and
soon it will collapse. Symptoms of sickness may continue for
a while, but you have planted the seed of Light that will bring
about wholeness. Each time you visit his heart, you divert his
attention away from his idea of himself as not being whole
and point it toward his perfection. Visit your brothers often! It
will bring you great joy.
*84*
The eternal offering of My Spirit is more easily accessed on
earth at this time for all who have even a small inclination to
accept. The heaviness of earth is giving way to a lighter upbuoying of the spirit of each one. Darkness and ignorance can
no longer hide My Light and Love. Each experience of communing with Me dissolves eons of misperception of earth and
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earth dwellers. The revelation of Truth removes ignorance
and brings clarity to the minds of those who will accept it.
Allow My Light to shine forth from you so that others may
see and know the way of joy and cease to stumble in confusion. You need only accept, and I will take charge of every
detail. It is also your blessing and your salvation that is
reaped along the way of service to your brothers.
*85*
Go and do as it has been imparted unto you.
*86*
I came to show you the way of Truth, Light, and Love, and I
will assist you in the process of remembering who you and
your brothers really are. I have given you the easiest and most
effective method of accomplishing this remembrance, and I
have told you that you need only bring willingness to the altar
of your heart and I will do the rest. It takes so little to enter
the gates of heaven; actually, the requirement is the most joyous and loving thing you could possibly do. Your only resistance is fear. Now, you do trust Me, so why does some
remnant of fear still remain? It is just an old habit formed in
ignorance. Watch your thought habits so that you not be
robbed of glorious joy. Remember, being on earth is much
like playing a role in fearful scenes on a stage. You know you
are quite safe because it is all make-believe. Pause a moment
and open the doors of your heart so that I may enter and
embrace you. I joy in you!
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*87*
When you, in your mind, unbind your brothers of sickness
and imbalance, ignorance and illusions, by seeing them as
pure, holy, whole, and free, you do unbind them literally [see
Matt 16:19]. You convince them simply by reminding them
of Truth. Freedom is so joyful it makes their hearts sing. You
do what I did on earth. How else could you accept your divine
Sonship and know that you are the Light of the world? [See
Matt 5:14.] You now know the greatest gift that you can give
another.
*88*
Your brothers are grateful to you for your confidence in them,
your total love and appreciation of their beauty. They appreciate your reminding them of their natural expressions of
exuberant joy. It helps them to let go of their feelings of
inadequacy and helplessness. I also thank you for going from
heart’s door to heart’s door and kindling the fire of hope, joy,
and love. Your reward is immediate, for their acceptance of
your love causes great waves of joy to rush from your heart.
Their embrace is a special treat. Is there any other calling for
you?
*89*
Seek first to see holiness and allow My Love to flow through
you to your brothers, and all other blessings flow as a result
of the clear and open vessel. Blessings and Love cannot flow
if the vessel is obstructed. I need open vessels through which
I can pour My abundance. The holy embrace is the key that
unlocks the door to all blessings. As long as a heart’s door
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remains closed, the blessings can only pile up before it. Part
of your task is to coax the soul and gain its trust so that it will
dare to open the door. You are a bearer of divine gifts. Be
mindful of this. Do not neglect a single soul. Be vigilant of
your thoughts. Your task is a full-time job. Thought-wandering causes withholding of gifts, for it clogs the vessel. Love
your brothers as much as I love you!
*90*
You have compassion for your brothers in their suffering. It is
surely helpful to assist in any way possible on the earth level,
but always keep in mind that true assistance begins at the root
of their suffering, namely, their forgetfulness of their true
identity as a part of God, Pure and Holy. They would not experience suffering if they felt safe in My arms. Remember to
speak to the soul of its innocence and purity as you assist in
other ways. The mundane situation was the excuse for bringing you together with your brother, but the task, the real opportunity at hand, is always the embrace of the soul, for it
expresses your genuine appreciation and delight. Heaven
kisses earth with each holy embrace. Look for opportunities
to fulfill your true function.
*91*
Dedicating your total being to perfect alignment with My
Will allows Me to assist you in recognizing My Will and in
releasing any thought habits, desires, plans, or ideas that are
sidetracking and delaying you. Your freedom is always honored, and I will not force you, but your decision opens the
door to Me. Now, don’t presume to already know My Will,
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but allow Me to make it known to you and to lead you perfectly. Trust Me totally to prepare the way I would have you
go and to provide abundantly for all needs.
*92*
There are times when I bring your brothers to you because
they need to hear words of instruction while you are acknowledging their holiness. You don’t need to be concerned about
the message they need. Just relax and allow Me to speak
through you. I will give you the message at the right time. Be
not concerned if it is short. You do not need to add to it. I
know best what they need. Be also attentive to messages I
give to you through casual contact with others. I speak to you
in everything. You are as close to Me on earth as in heaven.
*93*
When you see My Light in everything around you, you realize that you will never have a need that is not fulfilled. You
will cease to doubt, and the door is opened for My bounty to
flow and manifest your desires. When you see My Light and
feel My Love in all around you, you will cease to fear and
worry. You will trust that My Light is reality and that My
Love brings only goodness to you. When fear is gone, the
door is open so that ceaseless blessings may flow to your
fellowman, as well as so that you may know only Joy and
Love. I will glide through the world as you, experiencing
delight on every side. Come, dear child, you are almost there.
Just a little step and you are in My Arms forever.
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*94*
When you look upon the throngs of your brothers and see My
Light in each, it is as if you were gazing into the night sky.
Each brother is a brilliant, sparkling Light, the beauty of
which inspires you to appreciation that brings warmth into
your heart and a glow to your eyes. As you gaze in wonder,
the world of competition and threat disappears, and you seek
your brothers because they bring you joy, rather than seek to
avoid them because of the pain they once seemed to cause
you. In this moment of pure Love your salvation is come.
You forget the ideas, scenes, and projects that once occupied
you endlessly and robbed you of your Peace. When you accept your brother totally and enter his heart, you also enter
My embrace. Your brother’s heart is the doorway to Me. You
need no longer seek elsewhere, for seeking elsewhere you
seek in vain. The search is over, and you are at home.
*95*
No blessing you allow to flow through you to a brother is
without effect, and your brothers are grateful to you that you
love them and trust that they are holy. Each awakening act
you allow brings Me great joy, for I see the quickening of My
Light in them. I will bring more and more to you so that they,
you, and I can rejoice. My plan for salvation is perfect because it never involves force or threat. It is accomplished by
the will-to-joy of My children—who cannot resist total Love
forever. The pain of error will cause them to welcome Love
and freedom. Your role is important, My child. Be ever mindful of this!
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*96*
To know My Love, seek it in another. By offering it, you experience it. To know Joy, seek My Light in a brother. By
accepting to find it, you will know it. To know Peace, seek
holiness in every heart. By expecting only this you dwell in it.
The choice is totally yours, and you now know it. You have
no fear of what you will find because you have always found
what you looked for. The experience of this has caused your
love for your brothers to be unconditional. Because you
agreed to become empty, you are now filled. It is I in you
manifesting Myself so that I can bless My children through
human contact. A new age is upon you—an age of outpouring of My Spirit bounteously. Give all, and you are blessed
limitlessly.
*97*
You know when your brothers respond to your love because
you feel the love they extend to you and you sense the light
they radiate. It is those who are fearful or doubtful who resist
and give you no response, but out of love, dedication, and
commitment you stand at each heart’s door and patiently, day
after day, speak to them of holiness. It takes limitless love to
continue doing this when you don’t sense a response, but this
is your task, and you are perfectly suited to the job. It is My
Love that is in your heart, by invitation from you. You can
never fail, for I will not fail you. Remember, seeds are sown,
then they sprout, take root, and grow. The harvest always
comes in due time, at the perfect time. Your only function is
to be at all times available to love and to appreciate. It really
is so easy, and the results are richly rewarding. All is perfect,
dear one, and you rest in My heart forever.
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*98*
It is My Will to go to My children as you and bless them with
My Light and Love. It is not arrogance for you to approach a
brother’s heart’s door and say, “I bring you the Father’s Light
and Love,” for you truly do this by being My empty vessel.
You bring them healing, comfort, hope, and inspiration from
Me. It is your calling to do this without hesitation. It comes
naturally to you, and you will feel comfortable doing it. The
Flame of Love is lit in your heart. Your personal desires and
ambitions are consumed. They have no power to sway you
anymore. This is My gift to you—that which you asked for.
Nothing will stand in the way to prevent you from doing My
Will. Where I lead you, the way is prepared. I also give you
My Peace.
*99*
When the Father’s Will for you is specific, you will surely
know, and you will surely do it. Often the Father’s Will is
simply to be the pure, empty vessel through which His Spirit
can flow unobstructed and without shading. There are many
pursuits that can be the means of anchoring the Light in the
earth, and you may choose the form or forms through which
you allow Divine Love, Joy, Peace, and Beauty to flow and
bless the world. It is your intent, your total dedication to the
Divine, that is of utmost importance. You have already made
this choice; the form is of your own choosing for fun and
delight.
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*100*
The desire to bring inspiration to your brothers by touching
their souls deeply with Love is itself all that is needed to allow Me to bring it about. The desire to assist in awakening
your brothers shows you have accepted My Will as your will
and begun the ascent to realization of holiness. Communion
with Me becomes natural. It also becomes your greatest desire. The worldly view can no longer lure you from My arms,
and you can only tolerate looking upon the world by seeing it
as Me. Pain and suffering in the world will draw you because
you have the balm to soothe and heal the loneliness and fear
that cause them. You are a fountain through which I pour
nourishing waters to the world. Give thanks for the opportunity to participate.
*101*
Be cautious that you not be deceived by perceived sickness in
your brothers. You assist in their liberation when you see only
Me in them. This is their salvation, and it is yours also.
Wholeness and perfection are all there is. Do not give power
to error by accepting it as something that needs to be corrected. It is only a misperception. I will not fail to accept
every true blessing you offer for a brother. Anything less
would be a disservice to you and him.
*102*
There is sometimes a need for a brother to experience suffering so that he is brought to the point of making a choice for
God. Complacency does not urge one to give up false values
and identification. You find it painful to watch a brother in
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pain, but you must allow him to make his own choice. Would
you prolong his deep sleep by arranging constant comfort for
him? No, you make the right choice by speaking to his heart
and urging him to look toward Me, accept that he is not identified with his body, and accept that he is forever safe as a
part of Me, no matter what appears to be happening. You
stood by your brother’s side and led him through this, and
you felt his joy as he trusted you and looked straight into My
eyes. Dear child, your love and concern for your brothers will
always lead you to the right action as long as you ask Me for
help. I even stand by you as you wring your hands while you
watch your brothers procrastinate and prolong their suffering. I understand your concern, for I also must stand by and
wait, but I am happy to have another empty vessel dedicated
to My children. Even as you stand by and watch, never turn
away because of the pain it causes you, but continue to offer
Love to your brothers. Your own happiness depends on your
commitment to them.
*103*
Salvation is a realization. Your task is to offer Love and to
assist in bringing Me to remembrance. It is all so easy and
joyous. Just think: no fasts, no ascetic disciplines, no denial of
joy and love, and no sacrifice required. I love My children
and do not punish or deprive them. There is no need to suffer.
I stand with arms filled to overflowing with gifts of Love and
Joy. All you have to do is ask, and I will teach you how to
accept every gift held in store for you. Come!
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*104*
When you trust in Me and feel secure in Me, you will see
each situation you encounter as an adventure you are taking
with Me. You will not fear the outcome or feel threatened in
any way. You will wait for Me to show you the way to proceed, and you will see Me on every side. Your heart will be
overflowing with joy, for you will have My Peace within. My
Love will flow through you in mighty waves that touch and
heal your brothers, but you will never be empty.
*105*
I am always the same, and I always ask the same of you. Seek
only Holiness in the heart of your brothers. Put aside the old
habit of seeking that which you can condemn in them, for it
has never brought you Joy, Peace, or the experience of Love.
It only brings self-loathing. Reach out in spirit, and caress
your brothers, touch in admiration, seek their presence for the
joy of beholding Purity and Beauty. They will bless you immeasurably. You will find Me revealed in them, and the glory
you look upon will cause your fears and defenses to melt into
nothingness—and you will know that you have entered the
gates of heaven. Stand by your brothers faithfully in their
sorrows, sufferings, and struggles, even as I have stood by
you. You must never give up on a brother, for he depends on
you. He may procrastinate, but when he is in agony, you will
feel his spirit come to you because he remembers that you
offered him Love before. When he comes, he will surely accept your embrace, and in your joy you will know you are
both lifted into My arms. Soon you will hear the calls of
brothers in distant lands and respond without delay, overjoyed
at the opportunity of experiencing another holy embrace.
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This, My child, is why you are on earth. I send you forth
girded with Love, Joy, and Peace to gather in the wandering
ones who will come. Be ever mindful of the importance and
consequences of this charge.
*106*
Every time you have a decision to make, stop and ask Me,
“How can I best offer Love and acknowledgment of Holiness
to this person or situation?” When you have the answer, all
else falls into place. This is your purpose in being on earth,
your function. As you engage in action, ask that all beings affected be touched by Divine Love. Your intent is powerful.
Each time you fail to do this you have neglected an opportunity to shorten the remaining time of suffering and sleep of
your brothers. Be mindful of this! Remember Me and your
brothers.
*107*
The greatest gift ever given, shining brightly and serenely as
any morning star, is yours to behold, gently laid in your
brother’s heart. It surpasses all beauty you have ever known
and has the power to bestow on you limitless blessings from
Eternity. Open your eyes and look in wonder and delight. No
being, earthly or celestial, ever beheld holiness surpassing
that which you may, simply by choice, look upon. You may
stand in the Presence of the glorious Creator simply by releasing your judgments of your brother. In him the blessed
Father waits patiently for your embrace. No other joy can fulfill your heart’s desire. The banquet table is set and waiting
for your arrival. Tarry no longer, My child!
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*108*
It is My Will that every child of Mine sing with the joy of life
as the Morning Stars sang at the dawn of creation. This is
why you are asked to participate in the task of awakening the
slumbering souls. When the joy of being is brought to their
remembrance, they will not be able to resist singing to express their delight. They will not understand how they once
succumbed to the illusions of sorrow and fear; in fact, the
memory of it will melt into nothingness. Your brothers will
trust you and follow you when you put your arm around their
shoulders and bring them to Me yourself, one by one. It is
your love that draws them and melts their resistance. Love is
My gift to you and your gift to them. This is your provision
for the task. It is all you need, for it is the gift of Me. In My
Light Truth is seen, and the darkness of illusions of fear
disappears.
*109*
Be ever mindful that your brother waits for you. He has
stumbled in darkness for ages and is weary. He may not rush
into your arms immediately, but he does wait for you. The
appropriate expression of your love and compassion is simply
to see only Holiness and extend only Love. It really is so
simple, compared to the many complicated things you have
tried to do in the name of spirituality. Do not allow distractions to deter or delay you. Nothing else ever brought you
such joy.
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*110*
I promised you rest if you came to Me [see Matt 11:28].
When you look only upon Holiness, you have rest, and you
have release from fear and the desire to reject your brother. Is
this not a wonderful gift? A Divine Gift? You rest in My
Heart forever. You also carry with you this precious gift, for
you are a gift-bearer. You are a balm to a suffering world, and
what you bring your brothers is the most priceless gift there
is. Many have traveled to the ends of the earth and searched
in vain for this Gift of God. Show your gratitude by sharing it
every day, wherever you go. You only receive as you give,
for Love must flow through you. You have the answer to the
quest of many lifetimes. With knowledge and gifts from God
comes responsibility. Be not idle. Your brothers call to you
even now. I send you to them.
*111*
The world becomes transformed as you look upon it with
Love, and your mind is transformed along with it. Through
the efforts of My vessels, the earth is becoming more and
more surrounded by Light. Your brothers will begin to notice
this and be influenced by it. One day all judgment will cease
in the Light of Holiness. Be committed each day to your
contribution.
*112*
I am the same forever. You are a part of Me; therefore, you
are also the same forever. There is nothing for you to do but
to look upon Me in all that you see, and feel the holiness
within you respond to the holiness in all around you. This
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experience is the ultimate joy—the only joy you can ever
have. When you and all whom you see respond to each other
only in Love, you will know that you are eternally locked in
an embrace of Love. The realization of this is your fulfillment, your destiny. Everywhere you look I give Myself to
you. You will know this when you allow Me to give Myself
through you, but you will not allow it to happen unless you
think the world around you is worthy of receiving it. This
only happens when you accept to see nothing but holiness.
*113*
You have asked and agreed to help your brothers in the most
helpful and effective way. Now, release all things to Me and
allow Me to decide in what way and under what circumstances you can best assist in the harvest. I will not fail, and I
will not forget you or your brothers. Be joyful in all things at
all times; otherwise, you close the door on blessings I have
prepared for you and your brothers. I place you with those
who will accept, eventually if not immediately, the Love you
allow to flow through you to them. To doubt the value or
effectiveness of your life is to doubt My Love and Wisdom.
Relax, My child. Keep your mind on Me. Talk to Me. Send
your love to Me. In this way you make it possible for Me to
bless you and your brothers fully and perfectly. The challenge
of earth is to look through every form and situation and see
Me and My Light shining through to bless and comfort you. It
is a matter of not being distracted or deceived by forms. Allow yourself to be consumed with love for Me, and the focus
of your attention cannot stray from Me.
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*114*
Love is the lifeline, and the Love you extend to your brother
when you think of him may be the saving hand that brings
him from the slough of despond, the pit of hopelessness. You
must always be available and never, ever, think something
else is more important than the call for help you may hear as
you drive to work, take a shower, or do your work. Do not
take lightly the task I have given you. Enter the stillness again
and again all through the day, for it provides the sustenance
you and your brothers need from Me. When your brother is
walking through his darkest night and you join him, radiant
with joy that you have found him, he will embrace you and
cling to you in spirit, when he in body might hesitate. Travel
often to your brothers in spirit, for going in spirit is the path
of expedience to them. All he truly wants is love and acceptance, recognition of his worth and innocence. You have
the balm. It is the greatest gift you could receive. Let it not
collect dust.
*115*
Extend Love to those who lead and influence the societies of
the world. Speak to them in spirit of their holy function, and
accept to see only Me in them. Do not speak to the appearance of other than holiness. If you focus only on Me in
them, you will experience Me responding to you. The veil of
darkness your brother presents will become thinner and thinner as you look through it and coax forth the Light. No man is
lost forever. He may stumble in the darkness, but he can be
reached. I send you to him to reach through the clouds and
touch him, to fold him into your heart. He cries for help. Do
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you not hear him? He waits for you to allow Me, as you, to
greet him.
*116*
Each time you commune with Me and see only Me all about
you, you make it easier for your brothers to also make the
choice for love. Your own choice touches all brothers’ hearts
and helps to bring their reality close to realization in their
consciousness. At this time I have many vessels on earth doing this in order to make the harvest easier and greater. Do
your own part faithfully. The power of all Light-bearers
together tugs at the hearts of all brothers and draws them
closer and closer to My Light. Always, Love is the key, the
magnet. No one can resist it forever. Every brother is worthy
of your patience. Do not pass a single one by.
*117*
Offer Love, honor, and appreciation to Me in your brothers,
but do not concern yourself with the results. Leave results to
Me. If you judge perceived results, you will begin to judge
the appropriateness of your continuing to offer recognition of
Pure Love. I ask for total, unconditional Love to be extended
to every brother. If your gift is not total, it is not a gift but
rather an attempt at exchange and bargain, and your brothers
will recognize the emptiness and pretense. It is only I in your
brother Who respond to the perfect gift. The façade of personality will not recognize it. You must give totally and withhold nothing in order to be of assistance in the harvest. When
you make your gift to Me, I will respond, and all else arranges
itself appropriately.
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